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For purposes of analyzing revenues from major customers, we do not consider the combination of all federal departments and agencies as one
customer although, in the aggregate, the federal market sector contributed 49% of our consolidated revenues for the three months ended April 2, 2010.  The
different federal agencies manage separate budgets.  As such, reductions in spending by one federal agency do not affect the revenues we could earn from
another federal agency.  In addition, the procurement processes for separate federal agencies are not centralized and the procurement decisions are made
separately by each federal agency.

Our revenues from the U.S. Army and DOE for the three months ended April 2, 2010 and April 3, 2009 are presented below:

Three Months Ended

(In millions)
April 2,

2010
April 3,

2009
The U.S. Army (1)

Infrastructure & Environment $ 40.0 $ 33.8
Federal Services 347.7 354.0
Energy & Construction 77.6 21.7

Total U.S. Army $ 465.3 $ 409.5

DOE
Infrastructure & Environment $ 1.1 $ 3.0
Federal Services 6.6 11.8
Energy & Construction 245.3 128.7

Total DOE $ 253.0 $ 143.5

(1) The U.S. Army includes U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.

NOTE 14.  COMMITMENTS AND CONTINGENCIES

In the ordinary course of business, we are subject to contractual guarantees and governmental audits or investigations.  We are also involved in
various legal proceedings that are pending against us and our affiliates alleging, among other things, breach of contract or tort in connection with the
performance of professional services, the various outcomes of which cannot be predicted with certainty.  We are including information regarding the
following significant proceedings in particular:

•  Minneapolis Bridge:  On August 1, 2007, the I−35W Bridge in Minneapolis, Minnesota collapsed resulting in 13 deaths, numerous injuries and
substantial property loss.  In 2003, the Minnesota Department of Transportation retained URS Corporation (Nevada), our wholly owned subsidiary,
to provide specific engineering analyses of components of the I−35W Bridge.  URS Corporation (Nevada) issued draft reports pursuant to this
engagement.  URS Corporation (Nevada)’s services to the Minnesota Department of Transportation were ongoing at the time of the collapse.  The
National Transportation Safety Board final report on the bridge collapse determined that the probable cause of the collapse was inadequate load
capacity due to an error by the original bridge designer that resulted in gusset plate failures resulting from the increased bridge weight from
previous modifications as well as increased traffic and concentrated construction loads on the bridge on the day of the collapse.  URS Corporation
(Nevada) was not involved in the original design or construction of the I−35W Bridge, nor was it involved in any of the maintenance and
construction work being performed on the bridge when the collapse occurred.
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A total of 121 lawsuits are currently pending against URS Corporation (Nevada) and other defendants in Hennepin County District Court in
Minnesota.  The cases include the claims of 137 injured people, the estates of 11 of the individuals who died as a result of the bridge collapse, and
one separate suit for insurance subrogation.  In March 2010, URS Corporation (Nevada) settled the lawsuit initiated by the State of Minnesota by
agreeing to pay $5 million to the State of Minnesota.  The remaining lawsuits assert a variety of claims against URS Corporation (Nevada)
including:  professional negligence, breach of contract, subrogation, statutory reimbursement, contribution and indemnity.  Insurers have also raised
subrogation claims for intervention in 38 of the individual lawsuits.

We intend to continue to defend these matters vigorously; however, we cannot provide assurance that we will be successful in these efforts.  The
potential range of loss and the resolution of these matters cannot be determined at this time.

•  USAID Egyptian Projects:  In March 2003, WGI, the parent company acquired by us on November 15, 2007 and subsequently renamed URS E&C
Holdings, Inc., was notified by the Department of Justice that the federal government was considering civil litigation against WGI for potential
violations of the U.S. Agency for International Development (“USAID”) source, origin, and nationality regulations in connection with five of
WGI’s USAID−financed host−country projects located in Egypt beginning in the early 1990s.  In November 2004, the federal government filed an
action in the United States District Court for the District of Idaho against WGI and Contrack International, Inc., an Egyptian construction company,
asserting violations under the Federal False Claims Act, the Federal Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, and common law theories of payment by
mistake and unjust enrichment.  The federal government seeks damages and civil penalties for violations of the statutes as well as a refund of all
amounts paid under the specified contracts of approximately $373.0 million.  WGI denies any liability in the action and contests the federal
government’s damage allegations and its entitlement to any recovery.  All USAID projects under the contracts have been completed and are fully
operational.

In March 2005, WGI filed motions in the Bankruptcy Court in Nevada and in the Idaho District Court to dismiss the federal government’s claim for
failure to give appropriate notice or otherwise preserve those claims.  In August 2005, the Bankruptcy Court ruled that all federal government
claims were barred in a written order.  The federal government appealed the Bankruptcy Court's order to the United States District Court for the
District of Nevada.  In March 2006, the Idaho District Court stayed that action during the pendency of the federal government's appeal of the
Bankruptcy Court's ruling.  In December 2006, the Nevada District Court reversed the Bankruptcy Court’s order and remanded the matter back to
the Bankruptcy Court for further proceedings.  In December 2007, the federal government filed a motion in Bankruptcy Court seeking an order that
the Bankruptcy Court abstain from exercising jurisdiction over this matter, which WGI opposed.  On February 15, 2008, the Bankruptcy Court
denied the federal government’s motion preventing the Bankruptcy Court from exercising jurisdiction over WGI’s motion that the federal
government’s claims in Idaho District Court were barred for failure to give appropriate notice or otherwise preserve those claims.  In November
2008, the Bankruptcy Court ruled that the federal government’s common law claims of unjust enrichment and payment by mistake are barred, and
may not be further pursued.  WGI’s pending motion in the Bankruptcy Court covers all of the remaining federal government claims alleged in the
Idaho action.
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